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After hijacking the van on the highway in Hoover, the thieves drove back to Birmingham with Latham. Win, Win, Win,
Win, Win. The entire incident lasted 12 seconds. The vans and small trucks bringing pharmaceuticals to their final
destination are most often driven by independent contractors. Even the pharmaceutical companies would win. The driver
of a courier van in the Detroit area made it even easier for thieves. Known in the shipping industry as last-mile thefts, the
courier robberies are causing alarm because in addition to putting addictive prescription drugs in the hands of criminals,
these incidents often involve the use of weapons and take place in busy public areas, such as pharmacy parking lots. In
the Alabama robbery, the courier was delivering products for McKesson. Email Address Please enter a valid email
address. In the last two years, there have been nearly last-mile pharmaceutical thefts nationwide, according to
FreightWatch International , an Austin, Texas, firm that provides logistics security services to companies. A Vietnam
War veteran, Latham said he was prepared to grab the wrench and fight his way out. The man reached in to the van and
hit the button to unlock all the doors. By David Armstrong December 22, After disabling the alarm system, they backed
a tractor-trailer into a loading dock and made off with 49 pallets of pharmaceuticals. And where we rarely saw violent
attacks in cargo thefts, these are unusual in that they involve the threat of force or the use of force. The result is a
patchwork delivery system with varying security standards. An industry group, which has recently focused on improving
pharmacy delivery van security, reported 87 cases of robbery, theft, and what it calls suspicious activity related to
last-mile deliveries in the first 11 months of this year.Oct 4, - Roughly $, worth of oxycodone pills were delivered to a
woman in South Carolina who expected the package to be a yoga mat, reports said. (York County Multijurisdictional
Drug Enforcement Unit). A woman in South Carolina called police Saturday afternoon after she reportedly received a
large. Apr 26, - Inspirion Delivery Sciences Receives FDA Approval for RoxyBond (oxycodone hydrochloride) tablets
CII, the First and Only Immediate Release Opioid Analgesic with Abuse-Deterrent Label Claims. OxyContin contains
oxycodone, a Schedule II controlled substance. OxyContin exposes users to the risks of opioid addiction, abuse, and
misuse. Because extended-release products such as OxyContin deliver the opioid over an extended period of time, there
is a greater risk for overdose and death due to the larger amount. Jan 30, - That comes from a report by Eric Eyre at the
Charleston Gazette-Mail, citing a new congressional investigation into massive shipments of the opioid painkillers
oxycodone and hydrocodone in West Virginia by drug wholesalers Miami-Luken and H.D. Smith. Previously, Eyre had
found in an award-winning. Oct 6, - He said the street value for each oxycodone-type pill is around $20, estimating the
street value of the seized narcotics at $, Brown says the drugs were mailed from California. He says mail delivery of
illegal drugs has become more common, happening as often as once a week in York County. ___. Oct 3, - Marvin
Brown, commander of the York County Multijurisdictional Drug Enforcement Unit, told the Rock Hill Herald that
criminals will often ship drugs to empty homes or addresses where they know the occupants will be away during the
delivery. The dealers then track the package and wait in front of the. Oct 5, - Pics of the 2, oxycodone pills that police
seized when a Rock Hill woman ordered a yoga mat, and this was delivered instead! unahistoriafantastica.com Greg
Suskin (@GSuskinWSOC9) October 2, The woman called the police, who promptly launched an investigation.
Download. Officials. Oct 3, - A South Carolina woman got much more than she was expecting when she opened a
package from the post office. OxyContintablets are modified release tablets designed to provide delivery of oxycodone
over. 12 hours. OxyContin 10 mg, 15 mg, 20 mg, 30 mg, 40 mg, 60 mg1 and 80 mg tablets have been reformulated, and
comprise a matrix formulation with a hydrogelling property (i.e. particles or whole tablets become highly viscous.
Ensysce has designed prodrug analogs of the commonly used pain medications including hydromorphone, oxycodone
(OC), hydrocodone, and morphine that limit their use to oral delivery, two of which are in clinical development. This
study was undertaken to demonstrate that PF, an extended-release prodrug of OC.
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